
Term 3 (Half Term 5) Probability & Statistics SET 1 Y8 HEGARTY MATHS 

TOPICS HOURS: 24 (CLIP NUMBERS)

PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS
Probability tree diagrams

Recap key definitions associated with probability such as mutually exclusive events Clip 354

Complete probability tree diagrams to represent given information for dependent and independent events Clip 361,364

Draw and use tree diagrams to calculate required probabilities for  independent events (no more than 2 stage tree diagrams) Clip 361,362

Draw and use tree diagrams to calculate conditional probabilities (no more than 2 stages) Clip 364,365

Averages

Recap how to calculate the mean, median, mode and range for a set of data Clip 404,405,409,410

Given what the mean, median, mode and range are, find the possible numbers that are in the data set Clip 419,420,421

Averages from tables

Recap how to calculate the mean, median, mode and range for an ungrouped  frequency table Clip 414,415,416,417

Organise large quantities of data into grouped frequency tables when appropriate Clip 402,403

Estimate the mean of grouped data using the mid-interval value Clip 418

Find the modal class and interval containing the median of a grouped frequency table. Clip 414,415,416 

Stem and leaf diagrams

Produce ordered stem and leaf diagrams to organise data Clip 430,431,432,433

Find the median, mode and range from a stem and leaf diagram N/A

Box plots

Draw box plots including when all the key values have to be calculated from a data set Clip 434

Solve problems involving box plots, e.g what percentage were less than 105g? N/A

Compare box plots Clip 436

Frequency Polygons 

Construct frequency polygons Clip 441

Compare trends by comparing frequency polygons Clip 441

Product Rule for Counting 

Use the product rule for counting for finding the number of outcomes for two or more events 2 Clip 671,672,673
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